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In this seventeen page memorandum, M. Van Hoek

demonstrates, in a concise but well decumentcd manner, a

highly refined technique for determining the

intensity of overpopulation in agrarian regions which are

morc or less self-supporting, given the existing ezonomic

order and technique of production.

Alluding first to the necessity of having somo

scientific criterium for calculating population pressure in

view of the actual political importance of the question, the

author takes up, and then rejects as inadequate, such over-

simplified standards as the density of cometidos per unit

of area. Such statistics are, of course, completely un-

reliable, when applied to regions where the population is

supported largely by a complex variety of non-agricultural

activities, the most striking examples of which are muni-

cipal arcas. Referring to various districts of Amsterdam,

M, Van Hoek presents a series of statistical tablcs to show

that there is very little relationship between the population

density per hectare and the relative propperity of the in-

habitants.

The population density per unit of arable land gives

a clcarcr, though still unsatisfactory, picture o: the sie

tuation for purposes of comparison as between countries

which are largely agricultural,

The author uses China to illustrate his refined

technique of calculating population pressure, since, in the

agrarian distincts of that country with the exception of a



single province, 85 per cent of the food used by farmers!

families 18 grown on land worked by themselves, The author's

method is to fix the ratio between the yield of cultivated

grounds and the requirements of their population,

The basis of M. Van Heek's ‘calculation is theminimum

amount’ of food per annum (almost exclusively wheat, rice and

kaolimng) required to maintain the energy of the average

member of the Chinese agrarian population. To this basic re=

quirement, he adds Dr. Lossing Buck's estimate thdt the

budget expenses per Chinese farm, exclusive of food and rent,

total about 70 per cent of the amount spent on food, Adding

the item "rent" (50 per cent of the harvest) for tenant

farners, Le Van Heek arrives at the conclusion that the ne-

cessary yield of the ground to support a singlemember of a

fanily of tenant farhers is 768 kilograrmes of grain products

per annun and 384 kilogrormes per annun per meriber of a family

of peasant proprietors. ,

*

The second step in the calculation is to obtain the ave-

rage yield per hectare in the different districts of China,

and multiply that figure by the usual number of harvests

per Year in the dirferent districts, This figure, when con-

pared with the density per hectare in each province, allowance

being made for the relative proportion of tenant -forriers and

peasant proprietors im the province, gives a rough indication

of the adequacy of the crop «to provide the inhabitants with

the nininun subsistence necessary to maintain vital energy.

In this connection, it must be noted that there is little

different between the amount of land per farm for tenant

farmiers and peasant proprietors,



These figures must be further refincd, however, by

taking account of the prevalence over a period of several

hundred years of bad harvests, draughts, floods, etc. with

their consequent famines, for which stocks of food must be

set asidc.

When this is done, it is possible to calculate the

intensity of overpopulation in each of the agrarian pro-

vinces, that is, the ratio between the annual grain harvest

per head of the agrarian population and the nininum requi-

rement per agrarian inhabitant. The author presents sta-

tistical tables based on this method which show that in one

province, Ho-pei, ths net yield is deficient by аз much

as 19 percent, If the item "rent" is mot taken into account

hardly any overpopulation would seem to exist, However, it

must be remembered that the land-owner in China is obliged

to pay very heavy taxes for which he receives no conpensating

return in valuable services from the Government. M. Van Heek

suggests that one possibility for the relief of population

pressure in China's agricultural districts would be a drastic

reduction in rents and an abatement of taxes.

a

Obviously, the usefulness of M.Van Hecek's method of enl-

culating the intensity of overpopulation is linited in scope

Simce it can only be applied to agrarian regions which are

largely self-supporting, i.c. which are very backward in pro=

ductive technique, Nevertheless, therc would seem to be a

possibility that a similar method might be used, thouek: with



Taa
فلاماب s accuracy, for the calculation of the degree of over-

population in certain agricultural regions of Europe

where overpopulation is alleged to exist,
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In this seventeen page memorandum, M. Van Hoek

demonstrates, in a concise but well decumentod manner, а

highly refined technique for determining the

intensity of overpopulation in agrarian regions which are

more or less self-supporting, given the existing cEonomic

- order and technique ofm—

Alluding first to the necessity of having some

scientific criterium for calculating population pressure in

view of the actual political importance of the question, the

author takes up, and then rejects as inadequate, such over-

simplified standards as the density of population per unit

of area. Such statistics are, of course, completely un-

reliable, when applied to regions where the population is

supported largely by a complex variety of non-agricultural

activities, the most striking examples of which are muni»

cipal arcas. Referring to various districts of Amsterdam,

Me Van Hoek presents a series of statistical tables to show

that there is very little relationship between the population

density per hcetarc and the relative propperity of the in-

habitants, `

The population density per unit of arable land gives

a elearer, though still unsatisfactory, picture o. the Sie

tuation for purposes of comparison as between countries

which arc largely agricultural. .

The author uses China to illustrate his refined

technique of calculating population pressure, since, in the

agrarian distincts of.that country with the exception of a



single province, 85 per cent of the food used by farmers!

families is grown on land worked by themselves. The author's

method is to fix the ratio between the yield of cultivated

grounds and the requirements of their population.

The basis of М, Van Heek's calculation is the minimum

amount of food per. annun (almost exclusively wheat, rice and

kaoliang) required to maintain the energy of the average

member of the Chinese agrarian population. To this basic re-

quirement, he adds Dr. Lossing Buck's estimate that the

budget expenses per Chinese farm, exclusive of food and rent,

total about 70 per cent of the amount spent on food,. Adding

the item "rent" (50 per cent of. the harvest} for tenant

ferners, М. Van Heek arrives at the conclusionthat the ne-

cessary yield of the ground tosupport a single member of a

fanily of tenant farmers is 768 kilograrmes of grain products

per annur: and 384 kilogr-nnes per annun per member of a family

of peasant proprietors.

The second step in the calculation is to obtain the ave-

rage yield per hectare in the dirterent districts of China,

and multiply that figure by the sant nuriber of harvests

per year in the different districts. This figure, when con-

pared with the density per hectare in-each province, allowance

being made for the relative proportion of tenant farners and

peasant proprietors im the province, gives a rough indication

of the adequacy of the crop to provide the inhabitants with

the minimum subsistence necessary to maintain vital energy.

In this connection, it must be noted that there is little

different between the amount of land per farm for tenant

farmers and peasant proprietors,



These figures must be further refined, however, by

taking account of the prevalence over a period of several

hundred years of bod harvests, draughts, floods, ete, with

their consequent famines, for which stocks of food must be

sgt aside,

When this is done, it is possible to calculate the

intensity of overpopulation in each of the agrarian pro-

vinces, that is, the ratio between the annual grain harvest

per head of the agrarian population and the minimum requi-

renent per agrarian inhabitant. The author presents sta-

tistical tables based on this method which show that in ome

province, Ho-pei, “he net yield is deficient by as much

as 19 percent, If the item "rent" is not taken into account

hardly any overpopulation would seem to exist. However, it

must be remembered that the land-owner in China is obliged

to pay very hcavy taxes for which he receives no conpensating

return in valuable services from thc Governnent. M. Van Heek

suggests that one possibility for the relief of population

pressure in China's agricultural districts would be a drastic

reduction in rents and an abatement of taxes.

ea

Obviously, the usefulness of M.Van Heek's method of cal-

culating the intensity of overpopulation is limited in scope

Simce it can only be applied to agrarian regions which are

largely self-supporting, 1.0. which are very backward in pro:

ductive technique. Nevertheless, there would seen to be a

possibility that a similar nethod might be used,thougk with



ess accuracy, for the calculation of the degree of over-

population in certain agricultural regions of Europe

where overpopulation is alleged to exist,


